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2005 - 1441 ﻫـidiom  ﻣﻦ ﻛﺘﺐ ﻋﻠﻤﻴﺔRichard A. Spears, Doctor Idioms and phrases idiom dictionary composed of the Cambridge International Dictionary of idioms and the Cambridge Dictionary of American idioms. The Cambridge International Idioms Dictionary explains more than 7,000 idioms in British, American and Australian English,
helping students understand them and use them with confidence. The Cambridge Dictionary of American idioms, based on 200 million words of American English in the Cambridge International Corps, reveals the meaning of more than 5,000 idiomatic phrases used in modern American English. Examples with a full sentence show how
idioms are actually used. The press office of the University of Cambridge is always always always always respected around the world for its commitment to the development of knowledge, education, learning and research. It was founded on the royal charter given to the University of Henry VIII in 1534, and has been continuously working
as a printer and publisher since the printing of the first book for the press in 1584. -cream salons in the 1940s, when a certain taste will be specially promoted for a month at a time? And did you know that having cuffs refers to the rather messy practice of writing impromptu notes on a shirt cuff before speaking in public? These and many
other idioms are explained and put into context in this third edition of the Oxford Dictionary of idioms. In the volume, take a fresh look at the idiotic phrases and utterances that make English a rich and intriguing language, what it is. This major new edition contains entries for more than 6,000 idioms, including 700 brand new entries based
on Oxford language monitoring and the ongoing third edition of the Oxford English Dictionary. These include a number of newly created idioms such as the elephant in the corner, a go figure like a rat up a drainpipe, sex on your feet, step up to the plate, push too chic, walk in the park, win ugly. This edition also has a significantly increased
number of cross-references, making it ideal for quick links. Many entries include additional features that give more information about the idioms in question. For example, did you know that taking a surprise was taken by the marine terminology that described the ship unable to move forward due to strong oncoming wind pushing its sails
back against the mast............................... اﻟﻤﺰﻳﺪ.. Idioms and phrases are an important part of the English section of various competitive exams such as SSC exams, RRB exams, bank exams and other state exams. Candidates can easily get a good score in the English section if they are aware of important idioms and phrases as well as
their meanings. Candidates preparing for any of the government exams should be At least 4 to 5 questions related to important idioms and phrases are asked in these exams and, of course, no one can afford to lose at least one mark among such fierce competition. Candidates preparing for any competitive exam can check the links
below to supplement their preparation: Static GK Current Affairs SSC General Awareness Free online quiz In this article, candidates will receive a list of more than 300 idioms and phrases that are often asked in exams. In addition, candidates will be able to download Idioms and PDF phrases, which contains more than 300 important
idioms and phrases with their meanings. Links to download idioms and PDF phrases are below, as well as at the bottom of the article. A list of important (300) idioms and phrases PDF:-Download PDF Here are a few relevant links related to the English section below. Candidates who want to score even better in this section can visit the
pages. English Root Words List English Vocabulary Words Candidates can go through the video to understand the use of Idioma and phrases and how to deal with issues based on the topic. Part II of the video is given at the bottom of this article. List of idioms and phrases Candidates can go through the list of idioms and phrases below.
These phrases are often asked in various competitive exams. Applicants are encouraged to download a PDF for more idioms and phrases, and to memorize them if they are looking for a smooth ride in the English section. Idioms and phrases decked up - put on special clothes to seem particularly appealing and appealing Doing the
rounds - be transferred from one person to another between cup and lips - At the time of reaching the wet squib - Complete failure To postpone - the evasive answer is to put aside doing something, especially because you don't want to do it a dime a dozen - anything that is common and easy to get cast iron stomach- someone who has
no problem, complications or negative effects with eating anything the mare's nest-false invention takes a beating - to be damaged due to performing poorly or criticised by a chip on the shoulder - being upset for something what happened in the past is a cast - a result that is still unclear, and can go either way iron hand - The Force Of
Taste of Your Own Medicine - When you're mistreated by others on the fall Ready to do something at once human straw - weak man bite tongue - To avoid talking flushing eyes - pretense on the sixes and seven-persons who have different views bite off more than you can chew - To take on a task that is too big to handle can't cut
mustard- Someone who isn't adequate enough to compete or participate call a shovel shovel Your chickens before they hatch- Don't rely on it until you're sure of it Dog Days of Summer- The Hottest Day of the Summer Season Ever and Anon-Now, sometimes field day-pleasant day or circumstance Bits and Pieces-Little Things different
types of Kick Bucket-Die Know Ropes-To understand the details of Latin and Greek- Unable to understand how a chicken with a severed head- To act in a frenzied manner Insanely List of Important idioms and PDF phrases:-Download PDF Here candidates can also check out other articles in English topics that provide clarity on basic
concepts, rules, lists and example suggestions: Candidates are encouraged to check the common English language for competitive page exams for more articles including English grammar rules, a list of idioms and phrases synonymous with antonyms, etc. , set in exams based on the Idiom and phrases below, a few examples of
questions for candidates reference. Directions 1 to 5 - Statements below have a few words or phrases highlighted bold. choose the right option, which is grammatically correct and conveys the same meaning as the dedicated word/phrase. Q1. Funny how you can get a bee in the hood about the most unlikely issues. go wild obsessed with
the idea of talking briefly not to become The Answer (2) obsessed with the idea of No 2. I know you don't like the necklace he brought, but. Don't judge it for the price of not comparing it with other gifts don't find fault with the gift don't expect too many answers (3) not to fault the No.3 gift. The sales manager tried every trick in the book to
sell my uncle's apartment, but they failed. Try every possible way Not ready to haggle Try to give the smallest discount stuck in the middle of the answer (1) Try all possible ways No 4. After decades of neglect, public schools are finally making a fresh start with much-needed improvements to facilities and teaching methods. Improvisation
of the old thought Of Capturing EyeBalls Starting Something In a New and Different Giving jumpstart Answer (3) Starting something new and in a different way No 5. They thought Ria would simply give up if her complaint was filed in court. Now they will understand that they caught the Tatar! Working with an expert forced to leave
something to deal with a troublesome person wasting time Answer (3) Working with a troublesome person to prepare well for the English section, it is important to practice and revise idioms and phrases regularly to keep them well. So, go through an exercise on idioms and phrase questions and answers in this link. Applicants can also
check the variety and scope of questions asked in competitive exams for other English below: Check out the Verbal Ability page to get more questions and answers from articles based on different common English topics. Applicants appearing for any competitive exams, such as the SSC exam, IBPS exam, RRB exams, etc., can check the
documents on the previous year's questions to understand the types of questions asked in the English section of these exams. In addition, to get a good score in the English section, the basic concepts and differences between common and confusing words must be crystal clear. You can check out a few links below for help: Hello readers,
this PDF file contains 600 idioms and phrases depicted from previous newspapers, Hindu newspapers and other newspapers. Each phrase and idioms is explained by example and it will help you understand RC passages easily and attempt to replace phrases/improvements quickly. Download the PDF Here 1) Bird in hand is worth two in
the bushes-Having what is undoubtedly much better than risking more, because chances are you can lose everything. 2) Blessing in disguise-something good that is not recognized first 3) Bull in a porcelain shop-Who causes damage 4) Chip on the shoulder-Be upset for what happened in the last 5) wet squib- Complete failure 6) Not a
penny of a dozen-all that is common and easy to get 7) doubting Thomas-skeptic, who needs physical or personal evidence in order to believe something 8) drop in a bucket- a very small part of something big or just 9) Fool and his money easily parted-It's easy for a stupid person to lose his money 10) Gentleman in general- unreliable
man 11) Green horn-inexperienced 12) The house divided against himself can not stand-All participants must unite and function together, or he will not work. 13) A leopard can't change its spots- You can't change who you are 14) A lost case-hopeless case, person or situation without having hope for positive change. 15) Straw Man-Weak
Man 16) Nest Mare- False Invention 17) Saved Penny - It's pennies earned, Without spending money, you save money (little-by-littles) 18) Painting paint a thousand words- Visual presentation is much more descriptive than the words 19) Piece of Pie-Task, which can be accomplished very easily 20) slap on the wrist-very soft punishment
21) pursuit of a horse- Pretence 22) Stealing- Very Inexpensive, 23) Taste of Your Own Cruel Medicine- When You're Treated How you mistreat the other 24) A toss-up-result hat is still unclear, and can go either way 25) Wolf in sheep-skin-dangerous man pretending harmless 26) ABC : Very general knowledge of the- Ready to, just go to
27) First of all- First of all, especially 28) Above-Fair and Honest Order 29) According to the Order 29) About 30) Actions speak louder than It's better to actually do something than fuss talk about it 31) Add fuel to the fire- Whenever something is done to make a bad situation even worse than it is 32) Against the clock-Rushed and short at
the time of 33) Everything (day, week, month, year) long- all day, week, month, year 34) All together- All together, from the beginning (unchanged) 35) Everything and Sundry- Without any differences 36) Whole bark and no bite-When someone threatens and/or aggressive, but not ready to participate in the fight 37) All Greek for memeaningless and incomprehensible like the one who can not read, speak, or 38) All in general- Considering all 39) All in the same boat- When all face the same problems 40) All suddenly, without warning (all at once) 41) All right- Acceptable Good; Yes, well 42) Alpha and omega-first and last letter of the Greek alphabet, means the
beginning and end of 43) Hand and foot-Very expensive, A large amount of money 44) axe to grind-To have an argument with someone 45) Washing the eye-pretend 46) Iron Hand- Power 47) Apple to my eye-to-the-to-that who cherished above all the other 48) actually (also: as to) 49) As for-relatively (also: as to) 50) So high as kite all,
that high in the sky 51) Once- Once- Once- Once Upon a Time, When 52) As usual, as it is usual, as it is typical 53) Generally - At any degree (also: at least) 54) In the heart- Basically, basically 55) Finally- Finally, after a long time 56) At least a minimum, no less (or less) than 57) On the odds- In dispute 58) At sixes and seven people) At
least-minimum, no less (or less) than 57) On the odds- In dispute 58) At sixes and seven people) At least- at least not less (or less) than 57) On the odds- In dispute 58) At sixes and seven people who have different opinions 59) When dropping the hat- Desire to do something at once 60) Back and Call- On Service 61) Back and ForthBack and Forth Movement 62) Back seat driver-people who are criticized from the sidelines, just as someone gives unwanted advice 63) Back to normal one-having to start all over 64) Back to the drawing board-try-try and it's time to to start all over 65) Bag and luggage- with all goods 66) Baker's ten- Thirteen 67) Bank on-depend on,
count on 68) Barking wrong tree-error made in something you're trying to reach 69) Bated Breath- In Anxiety, expected duration 70) Beat dead horse,- To force an issue that has already ended 71) Beating around the bash-avoiding the main theme, not to mention directly the issue 72) Bend backwards- Do your best to help. Ready to do
anything 73) Between rock and hard place-stuck between two very bad variants 74) Between Scylla and Charybdis-Choice between two unpleasant alternatives 75) Between cup and lips-At the time of reaching 76) Bite more, Than You Can Chew-To Take on a Task, which is the way big 77) Bite the language-To avoid talking 78) Black
and White- In writing 79) Blood is thicker than water communication closer than anything else 80) Kick hot and cold, Not having a stand, shows favor at one time and unfavorably on another 81) Blue Moon-rare event or appearance 82) Body and Soul- Completely 83) Break leg-superstitious way to say Good luck, let alone Good Luck, 84)
Buy a lemon- to buy a vehicle that constantly gives problems or stops running after you ride it 85) By-Step 86) By all means-of course, of course using any possible path or method 87) To date- By a large margin, Clear 88) On Fit and Begins- Irregularly 89) At Heart-Remembering 90) Hook or Scammer- By Any Means 91) By Jumping and
Related-Fast 92) Self-92) Alone, Unaided 93) By the Way 94) Call a Shovel Spade- Direct Talks 95) Can't Cut Mustard Someone Who Isn't Adequate Enough, to compete or participate 96) Cast-iron stomach-someone who has no problems, complications or negative effects with eating nothing 97) Cats and Bull story-untrue story 98) Cats
and Dogs- Heavy Rain 99) Charlie the horse-toughness in leg/leg cramps 100) Chew someone out- Verbally scold someone 101) Chip on the shoulder- Angry today about something that happened in the last 102) Chow down-there 103) Clearly-cut clearly stated , certain, obvious 104) Close, but not cigar-Being near and almost reach the
goal, but fell short of 105) Close call-a situation associated with a narrow escape from the danger of 106) Rooster and bull story-incredible fairy tale, wrong story 107) Come hell or high water-Any difficult situation or obstacle 108) Crack someone up-to-someone to laugh 109) cross-look that something is going the way you want 110) Cry
wolf-intentionally raise a false alarm 111) Cup of Joe's Cup of Coffee 112) Curtain lecture-rebuttal wife to her spouse 113) Cut and dry- Ready made form 114) Cut to the Chase-O Put all the unnecessary details and just get to the point of 115) Dark Horse- Toth who was previously unknown and is now a prominent 116) Day and day outcontinuously, constantly 117) Dead Ringer- 100% identical, duplicate 118) Devil Advocate-Someone who takes a stand for the sake of argument, not believing that 119) Dog days of summer-hottest day of summer season 120) Don't count chickens before they hatch- Don't rely on it until you're sure of it 121) Don't watch a horse gift in a
month when someone gives you a gift, Don't Be Ungrateful 122) Don't Pull All Your Eggs in One Basket- Don't Pull All Your Resources in One Opportunity 123) Doozy-Something Outstanding 124) Down to The Wire- Something That Ends at the Last Minute or the Last Few Seconds 125) Drastic Times Call for Resolute Measures- When
You Desperately Need to Take Extreme Desperate Action 126) Drink Like a Fish- Drink Very Drinking Drinking 127) Dry Run-Rehearsal 128) Egg on-To Call Someone 129) Eighty-six-specific item is no longer available. Or this idiom could also mean throwing away 130) Elvis left the building-show coming to an end. It's all over 131) Ethnic
cleansing- Killing a certain ethnic or religious group on a massive scale 132) Ever and anon-now and 133) Every cloud has a silver lining-Be optimistic, even hard times will lead to better days 134) Every second (one) - Every second (one), alternative (one) 135) Everything except kitchen sink-Almost all and everything was included 136)
Excuse my French-Please forgive me for swearing 137) Fabian policy-policy delaying decisions 138) face-to-face- Direct Personal; directly, personally (written without hyphens) 139) Fair and Broad Equal Opportunity for All 140) Far and Wide-Every, Where 141) Little and Far Between- Not Often, Unusual, Rare 142) Field Day-Pleasant
Day or Circumstance 143) Fifty-Fifty- Divided into Two Equal Parts 144) Search Foot-To Become More Comfortable in What You Do 145) Finger Licking Well to Become More Comfortable in Being What You Do 146) Fire and Grey-Very Delicious Food or Food 147) Fire and Fury- Scary Fines 148) First of All- Extreme Enthusiasm 149)
Fishy: Doubtful-Highest Priority 150) Fixed in Your Relationship- Not Ready or Want to Change From Your Normal Way to Do Something 151) Flash in a Pot Somewhere, that shows potential or looks promising at the beginning, but fails to deliver 152) Flea Market-swap meet. A place where people gather to buy and sell inexpensive
goods 153) flesh and blood- This idiom can mean living material, of which humans are made, or it can relate to human nature 154) Turn the bird- To raise the middle finger on someone 155) Foam in the mouth-to be furious and show him 156) Fools' Gold-Iron Pyrites , a useless stone that resembles the real gold 157) Foot Bill-Bear costs
158) For good constantly , forever 159) This time- This time- This is once, only once 160) For sure- No doubt (also: for sure) 161) At the moment temporarily (also: at the moment) 162) Free and easy-natural and simple 163) French kiss-open mouth kiss, where languages touch 164) From this time to the future 165) From rags to richesvery poor to be very rich 166) Fuddy-duddy-old-fashioned and stupid type of man 167) Full Monti-This idiom can mean either All This or Completely Nude 168) Funny Farm-Mental Institution 169) Gall and Wormwood-Source Irritation 170) Get To Brass Galls-To Become Serious About Something 171) Get Over It- To Go Beyond What
Disturbs You 172) Stand on the Wrong Side of the Bed-Someone Who's Having a Horrible Day 173) Walking Papers-Get Fired From Work 174) 174) to loin- To be ready 175) Give and take-compromise, Collaboration between people 176) Give it a slip to get away from, run 177) Give in- Pass 178) Go down like a lead balloon-To be Got
Bad Audience 179) Go to broke-to-play all you have 180) Get out on a limb- Put yourself in a difficult position to support someone/something 181) Go too much- Go over and go over and on. what is required for the task at hand 182) Good Samaritan-Someone who helps others when they need, without discussing 183) Cemetery shiftworking hours from about 12:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Great minds think so-Intelligent people think like each other 185) Green Room-Hall of Waiting, especially for those who are about to go on TV or radio show 186) Gut the sense-personal intuition you get , especially when I feel something can not be correct 187) If better- Should have been
appropriate 188) Hand gloves-Very close friends 189) Hard and fast- Some 190) Hard-hearing-partially deaf, unable to hear well 191) Haste makes waste quickly to do things leads to a bad ending 192) Hat-Trick when one player scores three goals in the same hockey game. 193) Haughty and mischievous-arrogant and mischievous 194)
Have an axe to grind-To have an argument with someone 195) There is-to have, possess 196) There is- Must (also: must) 197) He lost his head- Angry and overcome the emotions 198) Head and Shoulder Superior 199) over heels- Very excited and / or joyful, especially when in Love 200) Heart and Soul- With Full Devotion 201) Hell in
hand basket-deterioration and headed for a complete disaster 202) Helter Shelter-Here and There 203) Hercules Task- Tiring Work204) High Five slapping palms over each other's heads as holiday gesture 205) High on Hog-life in luxury 206) below the belt- Contrary to the Principles of Justice 207) Hit The Book-To Study , Especially for
Test or Exam 208) Hit Hay- Go Sleep or Sleep 209) Hit the nail on the head-Do something perfectly right or say something perfectly right 210) Hit bag- Go to sleep or sleep 211) Hither and thither- Here and there 212) Hocus Pocus- In general , a term used in magic or deception 213) Keep horses- Be patient 214) Hole and corner policysecret policy for evil purpose 215) Hornets' nest- Raise controversy 216) Shade and Shout-Big Noise 217) Hush Money- Bribe 218) Icing on the Cake- When You Already Have It Well and Get Something On Top, that you already have 219) The bachelor-handed tools of the devil- You will most likely get into trouble if you have nothing to

do 220) If it's not one thing, it's another- When one thing goes wrong, then another and another... 221) Sick at ease- Inconvenient or concerned in the situation 222) In a hurry- Hastened, rushed (also: in a hurry) 223) In In order to be If it makes sense to be ready, if something happens 224) In hand- Under firm control, well managed 225)
In like Flynn- To be easily successful, especially when sexy or romantic 226) In the blink of an eye- Very Fast, Fast 227) In the bag- To have something secured 228) In buff-Naked 229) In the heat of the moment- Overwhelmed by what happens in the moment 230) In the long run- , after a long period of time 231) At worst- Very much,
significantly 232) Time- Up to the time needed, to do something 233) In contact- Having contact 234) Vain-Useless, without the desired result 235) In your face- Aggressive and bold confrontation 236) All and won get out- Full detail 237) Inside- Inside 238) Intentions and Goals- Virtually 239) It figures- Seems Probable, or Typical 240) It
takes two tango-conflicts where both people are to blame 241) It's a small world- you often see the same people in different places 242) It's someone call-competition, where the result is difficult to judge or predict 243) Ivory Coast Tower- Imaginary World 244) Ivy League-Since 1954 Ivy League was the following universities : Columbia,
Brown, Cornell 245) Jaywalk-Crossing Street (from the middle) without the use of pedestrian crossing 246) Joshing me-tricking me 247) Follow him- You must keep a close eye on it. Watch out for 248) Keep your body and soul together- To earn enough money to save yourself a life of 249) Keep your chin up- To stay joyful in a tough
situation 250) Kick bucket-die 251) Kith and relatives-blood relatives 252) Kitty-corner-diagonal across. Sometimes called Catty- Corner, and 253) Knock on the tree-Knuckle clicking on the tree to avoid some bad luck 254) Know the ropes- To understand the details 255) The last, but not least the introduction of the phrase to let the
audience know that the last person mentioned is also very important 256) The last drop-final event in a series of unacceptable actions 257) Latin and Greek-Not able to understand 258) Don't leave a stone on the stone- Make all possible efforts 259) Lend me an ear Politely-ask someone's full attention 260) Length and width-All over 261)
together and of course not (also: not to mention, Not to mention) 262) Let the cat out of the bag- To share a secret that shouldn't have been shared 263) Level of playing field-fair competition where no side has the advantage of 264) life and soul-home support 265) Like a chicken and a severed head- Act in a frenzied way 266) Liquor
someone up-to-someone drunk 267) Little-small-to-be-small-so-small , slowly (also: step by step) 268) Live-wire- Energetic 269) Breads and Fish-Material Interests 270) Lock and Key- In a Safe Place 271) Long in Tooth-Old People (or Horses) 272) Loose who are unpredictable and and cause damage if not kept in check 273) Do not
make a bone about-to indicate the fact, so there is no doubt or objections 274) Method of my madness-Strange or crazy actions, which seem meaningless, but in the end is done for a good reason 275) Can and basic- With all enthusiasm 276) Milk and Water- Weak 277) More or less- Approximately, almost, somewhat, to a certain extent
278) Mumbo Jumbo-Nonsense or meaningless speech 280) Mama word-To silence (not to mention 280) Narrow minded-not ready to accept the ideas of others For any request kindly comment ... Comment... idioms list with meanings and sentences pdf download. idioms list free download
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